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Some of the housing association
sites we maintain have elderly
residents who  have had to be
really careful during a difficult
year. There are many in isolation,
unable to see family members
regularly, if atall. Our grounds
crew are aware of this and always
make time to stop and talk, as
some of the residents can get
very lonely. 
So it was lovely for two of our 
 team, Liam and Dan, to receive a
card and box of chocolates from
a resident just before Christmas. 
The note received said: 'To my
gardeners, Thank you for making
my day'! 
It certainly made their day too. Did you know that walking on the January

frost, frozen grass actually damages the lawn?
When frozen, the blades of grass become
brittle, so when trodden in frosty conditions,
they will snap and break. Brown marks will be
left on the grass where it was damaged, and it
will make that patch more susceptible to
disease. The simple message is that it's worth
resisting walking on it during the very cold
January weather. You shouldn't need to mow
it, so try and steer clear until the thaw out
begins in the warmer months.

Happy new year to you all! We hope you had a wonderful

Christmas. Think we are all glad to see the back of 2020, however

it was lovely for our staff to gain some recognition over the

Christmas period.

If you haven't already, please 'like' and
subscribe to our Youtube channel. We are
starting to gain fans among our suppliers which
is really fantastic to see and we would love
more of our customers to see more of our
week too. It was a great feeling to have one of
our product videos shared by well known
manufacturers, Stiga. Paul creates his short
videos about his favourite products when he
can, so it makes all the hard work worthwhile.
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(Answer at the bottom of the page) 

What five-letter word becomes shorter
when you add two letters to it?

to EDWARD FRANCIS
SCHOOL in Rayleigh.  One of
our first new customers for
2021! We have worked with
this wonderful school in the
past and are so glad to have
them back on board with us.
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Out using the chipper
this afternoon.
#pjr #Essex
#waste#garden
#chipping#chipper
#eliet

https://www.instagram.com/pjrservices/

